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the video then cuts to carey walking through a hallway, and eventually entering a room. inside, she is shown dancing and singing the song, standing in a room full of people. the rest of the video features carey singing the song in a private room, while standing on a balcony, and looking
down. at one point during the video, carey is shown doing a pole dance. the video ends with carey walking through the hallway, and a scene from the film mean girls is shown, with carey's character cady, in a scene where she is making fun of a kid who takes pictures of her. it is later
revealed that the stalker who was trying to take pictures of her is the kid in the movie. as the video progresses, carey is seen in her hotel room, lying in bed, and the stalker in the sweats is seen next to the singer, while she is reading a magazine, and eventually he is seen leaving her

room. soon after, carey is seen speaking on a phone to a friend, and the stalker is then seen at her door, and a few moments later, he finally leaves. finally, we see carey exit her hotel room and walk down the street, with the stalker following her, and finally, she enters her car. on january
18, 2010, carey's manager, stella bulochnikov, said in a press release that the album was scrapped. she also said that carey was "embarrassed" by the situation, and was unhappy with its cancellation. following the cancellation, carey was photographed in a pair of tight jeans, and had done

several interviews to promote her new album, glitter. however, in an interview with us weekly magazine, carey admitted to being uncomfortable with the stalker situation, and that the promotion of the album was stressful.
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